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 • bold	Cabernet	SauviGnon Bold and full-bodied, and like the Chilean Andes Mountains it comes from, slightly untamed. 

Expect notes of black cherry, dark chocolate, and vanilla. 

 • ChiC	SParklinG	MoSCato Chic, refreshing and like Brazil itself, fun and full of life. You can expect tropical and floral notes 

with a seductive sweetness.

 • Cool	MoSCato Has a very expressive and unique nose with jasmine, lychees and floral notes.

 • FreSh	SauviGnon	blanC Fresh, crisp, and like Chile’s Pacific Ocean close to its vineyards, thoroughly refreshing. 

Expect floral notes and a bright, citrusy quality.

 • riCh	MalbeC Rich, silky, and like the High Plains of Argentina it comes from, warm and generous. Expect notes of raspberries, 

blackberries and violets.

 • SCandalouS	CarMenère Caught up in a scandalous case of mistaken identity, this “lost grape of Bordeaux” has been 

rediscovered and adopted as Chile’s signature grape – and it’s scandalously delicious. Expect notes of plums, berries, cedar and 

spice.
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• Free-spirited by nature, Terra Andina is inspired by  
the vibrancy of South America 

• Immensely approachable, Terra Andina wines are styled for enjoyment  
at the beach, a barbeque, a dinner party, or hanging out with friends…  

whichever comes first

• Terra Andina wines are meant to be shared and enjoyed, not collected

• Terra Andina offers an experience like no other winery – unique wine styles from 
three countries that invite people to explore and share the South American vibe

Terra Andina
Wine Region: Chile, Argentina, Brazil     Winemaker: Eduardo Alemparte

Terra Andina wines are inspired by the vibrancy of 
South America.  At its core, Terra Andina is free-
spirited by nature, exuding the best qualities of 
South America: relentlessly energetic, inherently 
open-minded, and undeniably social. Terra Andina 
wines are meant to be enjoyed, and above all shared 
with friends, enriching any occasion.

Terra Andina’s Chief Winemaker, Eduardo Alemparte, 
has traveled throughout South America, experiencing 
first-hand how each region’s wine style is interwoven 
with the fabric of its culture. He has drawn inspiration 
from the diversity of valleys, varieties and people in 
the aim to create the best wines that fully reflect 
the South American vibe.  From the bold Andes to 
the fresh Pacific, the dramatic landscapes of Chile, 
Argentina and Brazil have served as muse for Terra  
Andina wines.


